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As Time Change Approaches,
WGU Indiana Prepares for NightShift Nurses Blitz
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While rest of state gets a chance to sleep in, night-shift nurses
must work an extra hour
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INDIANAPOLIS -WGU
Indiana employees will once again deliver
"Night Shift Nurses Appreciation Kits" to hospitals and healthcare
facilities throughout the state to thank nurses who must work an extra
hour during their normal shift due to the daylight savings time change
on Nov. 5.
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"We created this annual appreciation event to honor the important and
often unrecognized contributions of night-shift nurses," said WGU
Indiana Chancellor Allison Barber. "When we turn our clocks back at 2
a.m., that's an extra hour of work for those dedicated nurses who work
the night shift."
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WGU Indiana started the nighttime treat deliveries in 2013. Last year,
appreciation kits reached more than 1,000 night-shift nurses at 52
hospitals and units across the state.
Night-shift nurses face unique challenges, including disruptions in
their circadian rhythm that puts them at risk of fatigue. "Night-shift
work has a significant impact on the physical, psychosocial and
professional lives of nurses." said WGU Indiana Associate State
Director of Nursing Mary Lawson Carney, DNP, RN-BC, CCRN, CNE.
"This time of year, WGU Indiana wants to acknowledge the special
stresses they face."
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Dee Raley, RN, was working the night shift at Johnson Memorial
Hospital in Franklin when the WGU Indiana appreciation kit arrived at
her nursing station last year. She is thankful to WGU Indiana for more
than the brownies they received. "I enrolled at WGU Indiana for my
BSN but enjoyed my experience so much that I want to earn my
master's degree now. Online instruction fits my learning style and it's
so easy to work classes into my schedule," she said.
In addition to the appreciation kits, WGU Indiana offers $2,000 Night
Shift Nurses Scholarships to students pursuing degrees in the
university's College of Health Professions. Andrea Wallhauser, RN, of
Dale, Ind., received the scholarship last year. She works the night shift
at St. Mary's Medical Center in Evansville.
"WGU Indiana is just what I need to advance my career," she said. "I
had been promoted but was told that I needed a master's degree to go
any further. WGU Indiana is great for me - I work three 12-hour shifts
and can study on my days off."
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WGU Indiana is an aocredited online university offering online bachelor's and
master's degree programs.
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